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Introduction 

Welcome to the 
Laserfiche app!
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The Laserfiche app allows users to access documents in the Laserfiche repository, 
upload or capture new documents, and interact with Laserfiche Forms.

This quick start guide will help you start using the most common Laserfiche 
app features. The first half of the guide is devoted to working in the repository, 
and the other half describes working with Laserfiche Forms. You can get more 
information from the additional resources listed at the end of the guide. 

Certain resources listed in this guide require a free Laserfiche account to 
access. Those resources are marked with an asterisk (*). You can create the free 
account here.

The terminology in these sections is also defined at the end of the guide. 

Accessing Your Repository

The Laserfiche repository can be accessed in three different ways:

• The Laserfiche Windows client

• The Laserfiche web client

• The Laserfiche app

The following information relates to the Laserfiche app. For information on the 
Laserfiche Windows or web clients, see the Getting Started with Laserfiche 
guide. Read the Comparison of Laserfiche Clients white paper* to get an 
overview of the differences between the three clients.

Some organizations may not have all of these options available. Check with 
your IT administrator about which option is available to you. 

Introduction

https://support.laserfiche.com/register
https://info.laserfiche.com/resource/getting-started-with-laserfiche-ebook-beginner-guide
https://info.laserfiche.com/resource/getting-started-with-laserfiche-ebook-beginner-guide
https://support.laserfiche.com/resources/3927/comparison-of-laserfiche-clients
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Downloading the App

The Laserfiche app is available for iOS and Android phones and tablets, 
and Windows tablets and computers. 

Click to download the Laserfiche app for Apple, Windows or Android.

Introduction

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/laserfiche/id440318265?mt=8
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/p/laserfiche/9nblggh2sq2m
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.laserfiche.mobile.droid&hl=en
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/laserfiche/id440318265?mt=8
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/p/laserfiche/9nblggh2sq2m
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.laserfiche.mobile.droid&hl=en
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/p/laserfiche/9nblggh2sq2m
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Signing In

To sign into the Laserfiche app, sign into your organization’s VPN (if you are 
outside of your organization’s local network).

You then enter the Mobile Server URL, which you can obtain from your IT 
department. The next time you sign in, you will be able to select the server 
from a drop-down menu. If you are using Laserfiche Cloud, you will enter your 
Laserfiche Cloud account ID instead.

Selecting the Mobile Server URL

Introduction
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The repositories available on that server will be populated in the top drop-
down menu. Select the repository you want to connect to. 

Select the Forms server you want to connect to from the second drop-down 
menu. If you do not see the Laserfiche Forms server option, then your IT 
administrator has not configured a Laserfiche Forms server and you will not be 
able to interact with Forms.

Selecting the repository and Forms server  

Introduction
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You will then be taken to the Sign In page. Enter your user name and password. 
If your organization only uses Windows authentication, sign in by manually 
entering your Windows user name and password. Your user name should also 
include the domain, for example DOMAIN\user name.

Signing in to the Laserfiche app

Introduction
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Video: Signing in to the Laserfiche app with your Laserfiche Cloud account 

 
User Interface Overview

When you sign into the Laserfiche app, the root folder in your repository  
will open. You can quickly scroll through the folders and documents using the 
scroll bar on the right or by swiping up and down. You can press the up arrow or 
down arrow at the top right to sort the entries in ascending or descending order.

Introduction

https://doc.laserfiche.com/laserfiche.documentation/english/videos/Signing-in-to-the-Laserfiche-App/Signing-in-to-the-Laserfiche-App_player.html
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Press the column name on the right and choose to sort the entries by various 
parameters. To open a folder or document, simply press it.

The folder browser in the Laserfiche app
 

Press the menu button in the upper left hand side to open the menu, which 
allows you to select from a number of options organized by Forms, repository, 
and offline copies. 

• Forms: Fill out forms and complete tasks in Laserfiche Forms

• Repository: Capture, organize, search, and browse content

• Offline Copies: Work with documents and electronic forms while offline

Introduction
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If you have navigated away from your repository, you can return to it at any 
point by swiping right. In the menu, under the repository name, press All Files.

The Laserfiche app menu, with different sections highlighted

Introduction



Working with 
Documents in the 
Repository
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This section of the guide will walk you through working with documents in the 
Laserfiche repository, as well as uploading new content into the repository.

Viewing Content

You can view three types of documents in the Laserfiche app:

• Laserfiche imaged documents
• Electronic documents
• Offline versions of these document types

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Laserfiche Imaged Documents

Locate the document and press it to open it. It will open to fit the width of the 
screen. You can navigate between pages by swiping right or by pressing the 
page number box and selecting the thumbnail for the page you want to view.

The Laserfiche imaged document interface

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Electronic Documents

Electronic documents will open in one of the following ways:

• If the document has a Laserfiche image associated with it, the image will 
open by default

• If the document has no image associated with it, the electronic document 
will open in your device’s default application or you will be prompted to 
choose an application

• If the document is a PDF, it will open in a read-only state in the  
Laserfiche app

If you can’t open an electronic document from the Laserfiche app, you can still 
edit its field information, start and view business processes, share it, and move 
or copy it. Long press the entry on Android, press the More Options button  
next to the entry on iOS, and right-click the entry in Windows in the folder 
browser to choose one of these options.

View a list of supported electronic file types in the Laserfiche app help files 
(Android, iOS, Windows).

Working with Documents in the Repository

https://www.laserfiche.com/support/webhelp/laserfichemobile/10/en-us/android/advanced/Content/App_Topics/Viewing-Electronic-Documents.htm
https://www.laserfiche.com/support/webhelp/laserfichemobile/10/en-us/iphonemobile/Advanced/Content/App_Topics/Viewing-Electronic-Documents.htm
https://www.laserfiche.com/support/webhelp/laserfichemobile/10/en-us/windowsdesktoptablet/Advanced/Content/App_Topics/Viewing-Electronic-Documents.htm
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Offline Documents

Offline documents and folders are saved to your local device and still managed 
by the Laserfiche app. There are two types of offline documents: 

• New offline documents and folders

• Copies of documents and folders saved offline from Laserfiche

You can access these documents from the Start page under Offline mode or 
within the Laserfiche app under Documents in the Offline Copies section of  
the menu. 

Accessing offline documents from the Offline Copies section of the menu

 

Working with Documents in the Repository
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New offline documents and folders are found in the Created Offline tab, while 
copies of documents and folders saved offline from Laserfiche are found in the 
From Laserfiche tab.

Copies of documents saved offline from Laserfiche can be found in the From Laserfiche 
tab of the Offline Documents menu

Changes to repository documents and folders can be automatically or manually 
synced with their offline copies. Actions that are synced include:

• Template and field changes

• Renaming a document or folder

• Redacting a portion of a document

• Adding a document to a folder

• Deleting a document or folder

Working with Documents in the Repository
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If you do not want your documents automatically synced when you sign out 
and back in to the Laserfiche app, turn off the Sync option under Settings. It’s 
on by default. You can only sync entries saved offline from the repository.

The Settings menu

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Video: Save and View Offline Copies in the Laserfiche app

Laserfiche in the Real World: How Arrowhead Economic Opportunity Agency 
Improved Case Management with Laserfiche Mobile

Working with Documents in the Repository

https://doc.laserfiche.com/laserfiche.documentation/english/videos/Offline-Copies-in-the-App/Offline-Copies-in-the-App_player.html
https://www.laserfiche.com/solutionexchange/how-arrowhead-economic-opportunity-agency-improved-case-management-with-laserfiche-mobile/
https://www.laserfiche.com/solutionexchange/how-arrowhead-economic-opportunity-agency-improved-case-management-with-laserfiche-mobile/
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Creating New Content

To create a new folder, navigate to where you want the folder to be located and 
press the Plus button. Select Create folder, enter the name, and press OK.

Creating a new folder

Laserfiche documents can be created by uploading electronic documents, 
taking photos with your device’s camera, uploading existing device images, and 
uploading Laserfiche briefcases.

Working with Documents in the Repository
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To create a new document, browse to the folder where you want this document 
created, press the Plus button, and select one of the following options:

• Take Picture

• Upload Image

• Upload File

• Record Audio

Take Picture 

The Take Picture option comes in two modes: Photo and Document. Document 
mode differs from Photo mode in that it uses edge detection to automatically 
detect the document’s boundaries to auto-crop it after the photo is taken.

Upload Image 

You can upload images from your device’s gallery into Laserfiche with this 
option. You can upload one or more images at a time. 

Image Editing

After taking the photo or uploading the image, you can perform basic image 
editing on it such as rotating, adjusting color, and cropping. You can also do the 
following to the image or photo:

• Name it

• Add a template and fields to it

• Add a signature to it

• Perform optical character recognition (OCR) on any text in the photo

• Append any other photos or images to the same document

Working with Documents in the Repository
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• Delete an image or photo that’s been added to the document

• View and change the file path or volume

• Share the document with another application 

Editing an image

Adding a signature to an image

Adding a template and fields to an image

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Laserfiche App in the Real World: How the Indio Water Authority Manages 
Capital Improvement Projects and Work Orders with Laserfiche

Upload File

This option allows you to upload any file as an electronic file, retaining its 
original file type. You can upload a file from your device or from OneDrive/
OneDrive Business and Google Drive. 

Record Audio

You can record audio directly in the Laserfiche app and upload it to the 
repository. Once you have ended the audio recording, you can either preview 
it, discard it, or save it to Laserfiche. You can also share audio files from other 
applications to Laserfiche. As with all files uploaded to Laserfiche, you have the 
ability to add metadata to it during the upload process.

Working with Documents in the Repository

https://www.laserfiche.com/solutionexchange/how-the-indio-water-authority-manages-capital-improvement-projects-and-work-orders-with-laserfiche/
https://www.laserfiche.com/solutionexchange/how-the-indio-water-authority-manages-capital-improvement-projects-and-work-orders-with-laserfiche/
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Recording audio to add to Laserfiche

 
Uploading Documents from Other Apps

You can upload documents from other apps such as Dropbox. In the other 
app, simply choose to open the document in or send the document to the 
Laserfiche app. Apps will vary in where the Open in and Send to options are. 
You can also add signatures and fields to the document, select the location in 
the repository where the document should be saved, and share it with others.

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Adding Location Information to Documents

A location can be associated with new and existing documents. When 
uploading a new document, a location option will appear beneath the photo. 
If the photo has EXIF data, that data will be displayed by default. If the photo 
does not have EXIF data, you can assign the device’s current location as the 
document’s location, or choose a specific location from a map. You can change 
the location of an existing document in the document’s metadata.

You can search documents by their location. For example, when out in the 
field, a police officer can search for all incident reports uploaded in certain 
neighborhoods in the city, or all arrests made in a certain park.  

An image with the associated location description

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Video: Maps in the Laserfiche App

Laserfiche App in the Real World: Use Laserfiche Mobile at a Construction Site

Working with Documents

The Laserfiche app allows you to work with documents in a way similar to that 
of the Windows and web clients.

Check Out / Check In Documents

In order to make sure that no one makes edits to the same document at the 
same time, you can use the Check Out/Check In option. Check out an  
electronic document when you are ready to work on it and check it back in 
when you are done. When a document is checked out, it is locked to all other 
users for editing.  

Working with Documents in the Repository

https://doc.laserfiche.com/laserfiche.documentation/english/videos/Maps-in-the-Laserfiche-App/Maps-in-the-Laserfiche-App_player.html
https://www.laserfiche.com/solutionexchange/use-laserfiche-mobile-at-a-construction-site/
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To check out a document, press the More Options button next to the entry in 
iOS or Android, or right-click the entry in Windows in the folder browser and 
press Check Out Document.

Once you are finished making changes to a checked-out document, you can 
check it in. Press the More Options button in iOS and Android, or right-click the 
checked out document in Windows and press Check In Document.

The document action menu

Learn More: Check In/Check Out White Paper

Working with Documents in the Repository

https://support.laserfiche.com/resources/2434/check-in-check-out-in-the-laserfiche-client-and-web-access
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Organize Documents or Folders

In Laserfiche, you can organize your documents and folders by creating 
new ones, or copying and renaming existing ones. You can easily move or 
copy existing documents to a newly created folder by pressing the More 
Options button next to the document in iOS and Android, or right-clicking the 
document in Windows and pressing Move or Copy. 

Navigate to where you want to move or copy the entry, select Move To or Copy 
To, then press OK.

The Move To and Copy To menu

Working with Documents in the Repository
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You can also move or copy multiple entries. Select the checkbox next to one or 
more entries and press the More Options button. From there, press Move To or 
Copy To. Navigate to where you want to move or copy the entries, select Move 
To or Copy To, then press OK.

If you want to move or copy an entry to a folder that doesn’t yet exist, you 
can create it by pressing the Plus button in the top right when selecting the 
destination folder. 

The Add Folder menu

Working with Documents in the Repository
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To rename documents or folders in the Laserfiche app:

• In the folder browser: press the More Options button next to the entry in 
iOS and Android, or right-click the entry in Windows and press Rename

• In the document viewer: press the document name at the top of the screen 
and type in a new name

Renaming documents in the folder browser and the document viewer

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Email Documents

You can easily share documents with other Laserfiche users by emailing a link 
to the document in Laserfiche. If you would like to send the document to a 
user who does not have Laserfiche, you can also email a copy of the document 
directly from within the Laserfiche app. 

To email a document, press the More Options button next to the document in 
iOS and Android, or right-click the document in Windows and press Share. You 
can also email more than one document at a time by selecting the checkboxes 
next to the documents and pressing the Share button.  

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Depending on the document you select, you can:

• Email Link: Emails a link to the document in Laserfiche. The email recipient 
must have access to the entry in the repository to be able to open the link

• Share: If you are sharing an electronic document, this option will download 
the electronic file and let you share it with a supported application, 
including the device’s native email application. If you are sharing a 
Laserfiche imaged document, this option will allow you to compress the 
document, download it as a PDF, preview it, then share it with a supported 
application, including the device’s native email app

Emailing a document in the Laserfiche app

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Starred and Recent Documents

You can star a document or folder that you want to quickly find again in the 
future. For instance, you might want to star a document that you frequently 
need to reference. Starred documents and folders will be displayed under 
the Starred option in the menu. To star a document or folder, press the More 
Options button next to the document or folder in iOS and Android, or right-
click the document in Windows and select Add Star. To remove a star, press 
Remove Star.

Emailing a document in the Laserfiche app

Working with Documents in the Repository
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You can also quickly view the documents you recently opened in the  
Recent view.

The Recent documents view

 

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Annotations
You can create annotations and view existing annotations on a Laserfiche 
imaged document. The following annotation types are supported in the app:

• Sticky note
• Stamp
• Freehand

• Highlight
• Strikethrough
• Underline

• Redaction
• Attachment

Add an annotation by clicking the Annotation button in the bottom toolbar  , 
and selecting the appropriate annotation type from the annotation toolbar. All  
the annotation types listed above can be added using the app except for the 
attachment annotation. An attachment annotation can only be viewed, deleted, 
shared or uploaded to the repository using the app.  
 

Adding a sticky note annotation

Working with Documents in the Repository
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To view existing annotations, toggle the Annotations button on, or press the 
List button in the annotation toolbar. You can also toggle the Annotations 
button off to view the document without annotations.

The Annotations view in a document

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Video: Viewing Document and Annotations in the Laserfiche app

Find more information about different annotation types in the  
Laserfiche help files.

Laserfiche App in the Real World: Simplify Meetings with Laserfiche Mobile. 

Metadata

Documents and folders in Laserfiche usually have metadata associated with 
them. The most common form of metadata is fields. Fields contain identifying 
information about the document and can be grouped in templates. 

Working with Documents in the Repository

https://doc.laserfiche.com/laserfiche.documentation/english/videos/Viewing-Documents-and-Annotations-in-the-Laserfiche-App/Viewing-Documents-and-Annotations-in-the-LF-App_player.html
https://www.laserfiche.com/support/webhelp/Laserfiche/10/en-us/userguide/default.htm#../Subsystems/client_wa/Content/Annotations/Annotations.htm%3FTocPath%3DLaserfiche%2520Windows%2520and%2520Web%2520Client%7CAnnotations%7C_____0
https://www.laserfiche.com/solutionexchange/simplify-meetings-with-laserfiche-mobile/
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You can view and work with a document’s metadata in the metadata 
pane. To access metadata:

• In the document viewer, press the Metadata button   at the bottom of 
the screen

• In the folder browser, press the More Options button next to the document 
or folder in iOS and Android, or right-click the document in Windows and 
press Metadata

A document’s metadata view

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Video: Applying Templates and Fields in the Laserfiche App

Other types of metadata include links, tags, and versions. 

Working with Documents in the Repository

https://doc.laserfiche.com/laserfiche.documentation/english/videos/Applying-Templates-and-Fields-in-the-Laserfiche-App/Applying-Templates-and-Fields-in-the-Laserfiche-App_player.html
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Links allow users to connect documents and folders that are related. A 
document link has two parts: the documents that will be linked, and the 
relationship type you will use to connect them. For instance, when linking 
an email message and its attachment, you can designate one of the two 
documents as a message and the other as its attachment. You can view and 
add document links by pressing the link next to Links in the metadata pane.

A document’s metadata view

Working with Documents in the Repository
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A tag can be used to categorize documents or folders. For example, you can tag 
all documents related to a particular project with a project tag. You can view, 
add, or delete tags by pressing the link next to Tags in the metadata pane.

A document and its associated tags

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Laserfiche allows users to apply version control to any document or folder. 
When a document is under version control, all changes to the document text, 
annotations, and metadata are tracked and saved as different versions. You can 
view the version history or revert to an older version by pressing the link next 
to Versions in the document’s metadata pane. When a folder is placed under 
version control, any new documents created in that folder will automatically 
also be placed under version control.

A document’s version history

The metadata pane also includes other identifying information about the 
document, such as the entry ID, folder path and date modified. Some of this 
information is only accessed by pressing Show advanced. In addition, you can 
view the document’s location and see it on a map.

Learn More: Manage Your Metadata White Paper*

Working with Documents in the Repository

https://support.laserfiche.com/resources/2454/manage-your-metadata
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Searching

In the folder browser, navigate to the folder you want to search in. If you want 
to search the entire repository, navigate to the root of the folder structure. 
Press the magnifying glass search button in the top right corner and check the 
search types that you want to run. Those include:

• Document text

• Entry names

• Fields

• Annotation text

The Search pane

You can choose to run a search for documents with no template assigned, or 
assigned to a specific template. You could also search for specific field values.

Working with Documents in the Repository
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You can search on a value from a scanned barcode, by pressing the barcode 
button next to the search box and scanning the barcode. The barcode value 
will automatically be placed in the search box. 

Saved Search

You can access and run saved searches that were saved in the web client, or set 
up and save a new saved search directly in the app.

To run a saved search, simply press the magnifying glass search button and a 
list of saved searches will be displayed under Saved Searches. Press the search 
to run it.

To set up a saved search, press the magnifying glass search button, set up the 
search criteria, and press the Save Search button. You can save this as a new 
search or replace an existing search.

Saving a search in the Laserfiche app

 

Working with Documents in the Repository
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Map Search

You can search for and view documents in a certain area on the map. Note that 
this only works for any documents that have been associated with a location 
on a map. The Laserfiche app supports integrations with Google Maps, Bing, 
and Esri.

While in the root level in your repository, press the menu button in the top left, 
then press Maps. There are different ways to search for documents on the map. 
Press the Search Filter in iOS and Android, or the More button in Windows in 
the top right of the map and specify your search criteria:

• Document text: Search by document text

• Entry names: Search by the name of the document

• Fields: Search by fields associated with the document

• Annotation text: Search by text inside annotations placed on the 
document

• Current location: Search your current location

• Current map area: Search the area currently displayed on the map

• Address neighborhood, city state, or zip: Search a specific address, 
neighborhood, city, state or zip

• Radius: Search for documents within a 1, 5, or 10 mile radius of the 
location currently displayed on the map

• Location description: Search for documents by their given location 
descriptions 

• Template: Search by template associated with the document

• Saved search: Run a saved search

Working with Documents in the Repository
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The Map search on an iOS device

Working with Documents in the Repository
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 The Map search on a Windows device

Laserfiche App in the Real World: Using the Laserfiche App for Building Inspections

Working with Documents in the Repository

https://www.laserfiche.com/solutionexchange/how-brunswick-county-went-paperless-in-the-building-department/


Working with 
Laserfiche Forms
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If your administrator has configured a Forms server, you will be able to access 
your Forms Inbox to complete tasks assigned to you, search for and fill out 
specific forms, add images from your mobile devices to forms, and more. To 
access the Forms Inbox, click on the menu in the upper left hand side and 
navigate to the top of the side panel. 

Inbox and Task Management

If you’re assigned tasks as part of a Forms process, you can view and complete 
those tasks from the Forms Inbox. The number of tasks you have will be 
displayed next to My Tasks in the menu and as a notification in the top right of 
the My Tasks screen.

The My Tasks screen

Working with Laserfiche Forms
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• Open: tasks assigned to you

• Drafts: incomplete tasks or forms that you saved as drafts

• Unassigned: tasks available for you to claim

• Completed: tasks that you have completed

Under Open, press a task you want to complete or view more information 
about. The task page will appear showing you the last action taken in the 
process and the form you need to act on. At the top right, press the Information 
button to view information about the task, or press the More Options button    
at the top in iOS and Android, or at the bottom in Windows to save the task as a 
draft, release it, reassign it, edit its due date, or save it offline.

An opened task

Working with Laserfiche Forms
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To assign a team task to yourself, open the Unassigned tab, press the More 
Options button in iOS and Android, or right-click the task in Windows and 
select Assign to Me. Now the task will appear in your Inbox.

Video: Working with the Inbox in the Laserfiche app

Working with Laserfiche Forms

https://doc.laserfiche.com/laserfiche.documentation/english/videos/Working-with-the-Inbox-in-the-App/Working-with-the-Inbox-in-the-App_player.html
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Submitting Forms

You can submit a new form or start a process in one of the  
following ways:

• Press Start Process in the Navigation menu on the left

• Press My Tasks from the Forms Inbox in the Navigation menu on  
the left and press the Plus button. 

The Start Process dialog

Working with Laserfiche Forms
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If a form field has been configured to accept barcode scans in Laserfiche 
Forms, you will see a barcode button to the right of the field. Press the barcode 
button, scan the barcode, and the field will be automatically populated with 
the barcode value.

Scanning a barcode using the Laserfiche app

 
If the form has a geolocation or address field populated, you can press Open in 
map application under either field to open the location using the device’s map 
application.

Working with Laserfiche Forms
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Forms that have an address field populated, allow users to view the location in a map application
 
Some forms require signatures. To sign a form press the Sign button.

A form with a sign button

Working with Laserfiche Forms
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You can either draw the signature or type it in.

Applying a signature to a form

Attaching Files to a Form

Some forms require you to attach a file. You have the following options for 
attaching files:

• Upload File: upload an electronic file

• Record Audio: record new audio and upload it as an attachment

• Upload Image: upload an existing image from the device gallery

• Take Picture: take a new photo and upload it as an attachment

• Upload from Repository: upload a document from the  
Laserfiche repository

Working with Laserfiche Forms
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Uploading attachments to a form

Working with Laserfiche Forms
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Video: Filling Out a Form in the Laserfiche app

Laserfiche App in the Real World: How Bryan ISD Transformed the 
Employee Onboarding Process

Offline Forms

The Laserfiche app can automatically download copies of forms offline. This 
lets users view and fill out forms when they are not connected to the internet.

Working with Laserfiche Forms

https://doc.laserfiche.com/laserfiche.documentation/english/videos/Filling-out-a-Form-in-the-App/Filling-out-a-Form-in-the-App_player.html
https://www.laserfiche.com/solutionexchange/how-bryan-isd-transformed-the-employee-onboarding-process/
https://www.laserfiche.com/solutionexchange/how-bryan-isd-transformed-the-employee-onboarding-process/
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All forms that are configured in Laserfiche Forms to be saved offline will 
automatically download to your mobile device when you sign in to the 
Laserfiche Forms server. Every time you sign into a Forms server, the app will 
automatically download any changes that were made to any downloaded 
forms on your local device. The original offline copy will be outdated. If you 
need to manually save a new copy of the form, open the Start Process view, 
select the checkbox next to the form, and press the More Options button in 
iOS or Android, or right-click the form in Windows and press  Save Offline Copy 
from the context menu. 

Saving an offline copy of a form

Working with Laserfiche Forms
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Offline Search

You can search for documents and forms that have been saved offline using 
the spotlight search on your iOS device. 

The Spotlight search on the iOS device

Laserfiche App  Tips and Tricks
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If you are on an Android phone, you can use the device’s Personal Content 
Search on the home page. Android tablets do not support offline searching.

The Personal Content Search on an Android device

On Windows 10, Cortana integrates with the operating system’s local search 
feature to help you find local files. More information on this feature, along with 
a list of search commands, can be found in the Laserfiche app for Windows 
help files. 

Laserfiche App  Tips and Tricks

https://www.laserfiche.com/support/webhelp/laserfichemobile/10/en-us/windowsdesktoptablet/Advanced/Content/App_Topics/Offline-Searching.htm
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Share iOS Notes 

Notes written in the Notes app on iOS devices can be shared to Laserfiche. 
The text, images, and sketches inside the note will be uploaded as separate 
electronic files.

Saving notes from an iOS device

Laserfiche App  Tips and Tricks
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Save Drafts Offline

If you want to save a draft of the form you are filling out and make it available 
offline, you can do so. You can also rename offline drafts to prevent overwriting 
information on task drafts previously saved offline. Press the More Options 
button next to the draft on iOS and Android, or right-click the draft in Windows, 
then press Rename from the context menu.

Renaming an offline form draft

Laserfiche App  Tips and Tricks
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Key Terminology
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Annotation 

An annotation is additional information applied to a specific page of a 
document, such as a highlight, sticky note, or redaction, that does not alter the 
underlying information in the document

Check In/Out

Checking out a document is a way of indicating that you are currently working 
on that document. When a document is checked out, other users can open 
the document and view its contents, but they will not be able to make or save 
changes to the document

Digital Signature

A digital signature is a way of indicating that a document is authentic, has been 
signed by a particular person, and has not been modified since the signature 
was applied. Digital signatures will only be available in your repository if your 
Laserfiche Server is licensed for them

Document Viewer

The document viewer displays images, text, metadata (fields, tags, links, 
versions, and digital signatures), annotations, and thumbnails

Drafts

A draft is a partially completed form. Saved drafts are stored in the Drafts tab 
of the Forms Inbox

Electronic Document

An electronic document is a Laserfiche document associated with an electronic 
file. An electronic file is any non-image file that was created in an application 
other than Laserfiche. Electronic documents are usually viewed and modified 
using an external application

Key Terminology
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Entry

An entry is a generic term for a document or folder

Entry ID

The unique identifying number associated with an entry in Laserfiche

Field

A field stores supplemental information on a document or folder. Fields 
provide a quick overview of the content or important identifying characteristics 
of a document or folder, and increase the entry’s search ability

Folder Pane

The folder pane facilitates navigation and provides a clear, hierarchical 
representation of how your folders have been organized

Imaged Document

When you create a document by scanning or importing pages into the 
repository, you create an imaged document

Link

A link is a connection between multiple documents that allows you to keep 
track of related items

Metadata

Metadata is a general term used to refer to information associated with a 
document in Laserfiche. Metadata consists of template and field data, tags, 
links, version information, and digital signatures

Key Terminology
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OCR

OCR stands for Optical Character Recognition, which is the process of 
extracting text from an image containing text

Repository

A repository allows information to be organized and accessible from a central 
location. Your repository contains your documents, the folder structure in 
which they are contained, and additional information such as metadata, 
annotations, and security

Tag

A tag is a label applied to a document

Task

A task is an action to be completed either by a user or an application

Team

A team is a group of users, all who have access to the same pool of tasks

Template

A template is a collection of fields, which can be used to categorize a 
document for search and retrieval and to quickly apply those fields to the 
document

Thumbnail

A thumbnail is a miniature image of a document’s page

TIFF

TIFF is the default file format for saving imaged documents in Laserfiche

Key Terminology
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Token

A token is a placeholder for a value to be inserted. Tokens can be used when 
populating fields in metadata, or in creating annotations such as dynamic 
stamps

Version

Documents in the repository can be placed under version control. When a 
document is under version control, changes to that document will be saved 
as new versions within the document. You can then view the changes to a 
document, keep track of edits, compare versions, or revert to another version

Key Terminology
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Resources marked with an asterisk (*) require a free Laserfiche Account to 
access. You can create the free account here.

• The Laserfiche Online User Guide and Help Files contains a comprehensive 
overview of all Laserfiche functionality

• The Laserfiche Video Tutorial gallery* includes various instructional videos on 
many Laserfiche topics

• The Laserfiche Getting Started Guides are filled with information to help you 
get started with Laserfiche software

• The Laserfiche Solution Exchange comprises a number of real-world customer 
use-cases of Laserfiche, including screenshots of implementations

• Laserfiche Answers* is a question and answer forum where Laserfiche 
users, resellers, and developers interact. You can search to see if someone 
has already answered a question that you have, and if not, ask it to receive 
answers from the community. Join Laserfiche Answers groups* based on 
industry or common interest to share ideas with like-minded individuals

• The Laserfiche Certification Program contains a number of comprehensive 
online training courses to help you get certified in various aspects of 
Laserfiche software

• The Laserfiche Learn and Support Site* provides white papers, videos, and 
presentations on various topics to provide an in-depth look at different 
Laserfiche functionality. You can use the comprehensive search functionality 
or filter by product

• The annual Laserfiche Empower Conference* allows you to choose from more 
than 250 sessions and hands-on labs taught by industry experts, Laserfiche 
engineers, and customers on all topics related to Laserfiche. You can also test 
drive the newest features of the Laserfiche product line

• Regional User Groups are held all around the world and help users network, 
exchange tips and tricks, and learn about new features

• Regional Training*, which includes certified Laserfiche training classes, is held 
around the world. Learn how to take full advantage of your Laserfiche system, 
and use new products and features

Additional Resources

https://support.laserfiche.com/kb/1012253/current-online-laserfiche-product-help-files
https://support.laserfiche.com/gallery/list#/list
https://www.laserfiche.com/support-learn/getting-started-guides/
https://www.laserfiche.com/solutionexchange/
https://answers.laserfiche.com/
https://answers.laserfiche.com/groups
https://www.laserfiche.com/cpps
https://support.laserfiche.com/
https://empower.laserfiche.com/
https://www.laserfiche.com/events/workshops/usergroups
https://www.laserfiche.com/events/training
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